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Hester's punishment, however, is permanent, and
she cannot abandon for more than a few moments the
scarlet letter that ties her to her past with threads as
strong as chains. The scarlet letter not only imposes the

past on the present but also fails even to represent the
past accurately In "The Custom House," the narrator
describes his discovery of the embroidered red badge
in later years: "My eyes fastened themselves upon the
old scarlet letter, and would not be turned aside," he
remembers. "Certainly there was some deep meaning
in it, most worthy of interpretation, and which, as it
were, streamed forth [rom the mystic symbol, subtly
communicating itself to my sensibilities, but evading
the analysis of my mind." Thus distracted, he ignores
the papers that would solve this mystery "In the
absorbing contemplation of the scarlet letter, I had
hitherto neglected to examine a small roll of dingy
paper, around which it had been twisted" Here is a
neglected but legible text, a hidden usable past.

The scarlet letter dominates everything. At another
point in the novel, Hester sees herself in a mirror, and
her image is distorted, with the scarlet badge dispropor-
tionately huge upon her breast. Similarly, the opening of
the narrative proper describes the scarlet letter immedi-
ately Distracted, the gaze of the reader moves away from
the baby, which is the real evidence of sin but has been
mentioned only briefly And with eyes glued to the scar-
let letter, the crowd in the opening scene misses the
glance that passes bet ween Hester and Dirnrnesdale and
also Dirnrnesdales gesture when Hester refuses to name
the baby's father Both glance and gesture would have
revealed the secret behind the scarlet letter, but the
crowd misses them, just as the narrator nearly misses
the small roll of dingy paper in the Custom-House. The
scarlet letter is th us also a red herring

Hawthorne rejects the kind of forcible remembering
caused by the scarlet letters distracting presence. Instead
he imagines in "The Custom-House" a place where the
two worlds of past and present might come together as
"somewhere between the real world and fairy-land,
where the Actual and the Imaginary may meet and each
imbue itself with the nature of the other" He adds,

"Ghosts may enter here, without affrighting us." Ghosts
become fairies, and the past and present coexist harmo-
niously in a place where reality and fiction merge The

novel's conclusion, then, offers a new style of history,

composed of many perspectives: "more than one
account," "various explanations," "the reader may
choose among these theories" As readers we can write

our own histories, breaking with determinism and the
providential style of history that was popular in
Hawthorne's day We have been warned about the dan-
gers of lingering too long in anyone place. Like the
fatherless Pearl, Hester's child, who finally leaves Massa-
chusetts to live elsewhere, we put down roots in fresh
soil. Although Hester is doomed to remain imprisoned
in her past, Hawthorne suggests that we can learn from
her lesson and avoid her Puritan fate.
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SEAL WIFE, THE KATHRYN HARRISON (2002)
With another fictional exploration of female sexuality
and the power and pain it weaves, The Seal Wije,
Kathryn HARRISON'S fifth novel, brings forth charac-
ters from another time, place, and culture while
Iocusing on the psychological and sexual issues of
solitude and obsession still palpable today. With
prose as pure as the ice-covered Alaskan territory she
re-creates, Harrison opens the door for not only her
written work but also the controversy and resonance
that often accompanies it

While Harrison's writing has consisted primarily of
novels, among them Thicker Than Watn; Exposure, Poi-
SOI1, and The Bindi I1g Chair or, a Visit from the Foot Emal1-



cipation Society, it is her 1997 memoir The Kiss that
most people remember and judge her worth as a writer
and, unfairly, a person. In The Kiss Harrison recounts
the incestuous affair she and her father briefly con-
ducted during her young adulthood. While some crit-
ics, most notably other literary writers, hailed The Kiss
as an exceptional work of literary art, others believed
Harrison had passed the portal of decency by revealing
an area of her life that not didn't just touch the incest
taboo but gratuitously stroked it Yet those same critics
and readers (and even nonreaders) who were repelled
by The Kiss missed the memoir's central focus: that of
isolation, loneliness, misused power and sexuality, and
the means a person without love and affection will go
to attain them. What Harrison addressed in The Kiss is
nothing new to readers of her work. She gracefully
explores these themes as well in The Seal Wife.

Her past two fictional works have used the realm of
historical fiction, respectively setting those stories in
Europe and China, but The Seal Wife brings the reader
to a piece of America before it became part of America.
In 1915, Bigelow, a 26-year-old observer from the U.S.
Weather Bureau, is stationed in Anchorage, Alaska.
There he is assigned to construct an observatory within
a land as cold and harsh as his interaction with the few
women who reside there. Men outnumber the women,
and not only is the Arctic environment cold but day-
light and night are realms of normalcy that do not exist
outside the continental United States. With sleep dis-
ruption, lack of human interaction and food, and the
region's constant cold, Bigelow spends his time not
only on the task at hand but within his own thoughts.
The unbearable isolation leads Bigelow and the reader
to learn that while this environment and land are new
to him, loneliness and lack of love are not From its
very start, silence remains one of The Seal Wife's domi-
nant themes and is a way for the people in Bigelow's
world to hold the most power over him.

The novel opens with Bigelow and the Aleut woman,
the only name Harrison gives her, revealing the seclu-
sion Bigelow must endure and the infatuation he feels
throughout the novel toward this silent, unnamed
female. No words are spoken, thoughts shared, or past
events revealed, nothing to seal their consummation.
But Bigelow wants her and even begs her" 'Promise me
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there's no one else' " (7). Still, she doesn't answer. By
demonstrating Bigelow's continual need to talk and
share himself with the Aleut woman, Harrison shows
that the power roles have shifted, leaving it resting with
this woman who, with her silence, does not reflect the
ways some Americans think are the means to gain and
sustain power advanced education, family back-
ground, and money. By remaining mute, the Aleut
woman brings Bigelow to near madness and, even
though she disappears for several pages into the novel,
remains its dominant character.

Even in Bigelow's past, he lived without a sense of
substantial closeness to those around him. The passing
of his father when Bigelow was a child failed to produce
tears. Harrison foreshadows the silence that will plague
Bigelow with a brief scene recalling his father's death:

"Say good-bye," his mother told him, and he
followed her into the bedroom. The shades
were drawn, but the sun found its way through
the cracks.

"Why is that there?" he asked, pointing to the
white cloth tied under his father's jaw and over
the top of his head.

"To keep his mouth from ... » She didn't finish.
"From what?" he asked
"Opening." (62)

Bigelow futilely tries to achieve control. Not only
does he encounter silence with the Aleut woman but
also the shopkeepers daughter Miriam. Silence consis-
tently follows and nearly destroys him. There is no guar-
antee of fulfillment toward his predictions and wants. As
much as the silence frustrates him, it is what truly
excites him. Though the prostitute he procures talks, he
gags her. Maria Russo in her New York Times book
review of The Seal Wife points out that "Harrison wants
to show silence as a symbol of oppression that can be
twisted into a sources of power," also noting "Ials the
deprivations and forbidding terrain of the Fair North
take their toll, the novel's awareness of the natural world
gives it a sturdier, more philosophical underpinning, a
more considered, less sensationalistic stance toward the
inevitability of human suffering" (Russo, 12).
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The Aleut woman eventually returns and Bigelow
wonders "[hlow [he] could have imagined her as a
bird," finally recognizing that she mirrors the seal his
presence frightens: "the animal hurries toward the
water, throwing her head out before her, her sleek body
following" (210) The novel ends on the start of sum-
mer solstice, with the Aleut woman and Bigelow travel-
ing a hill and Bigelow contemplating how the images of
their relationship form him and her, ultimately offering
closure to his ravaged emotions and life. Russo ques-
tions why Harrison chooses to end her novel without
offering concrete answers, yet in the same paragraph
she offers an answer Not only in The Seal Wye but in all
her work, Harrison shows that love's nature remains
unknown. Why people choose the paths they do to
attain it cannot be answered objectively
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SEA-WOLF, THE JACK LONDON (1904) Pub-
lished only a year after The CALL OF TIlE WILD, The Sea-
Wolf became Jack LONDON'Ssecond best-selling novel.
While the novel exhibits the fiercely naturalistic ten-
dencies of his earlier fiction, it primarily represents the
ongoing conflict between materialism and idealismin
London's own philosophy He personifies this philo-
sophical conflict in his protagonist, Humphrey Van
Weyden, an effete idealist who is impressed onto a
pelagic sealing voyage and must fend for himself and
adapt to the ship's brutal, masculine environ merit.
Throughout the novel, Van Weyden clashes with the
novel's antagonist, Wolf Larsen, a tyrannical sea captain
who repeatedly asserts his materialist philosophy in his
conversations with Van Weyden and in the cruel treat-
ment of his crew Larsen, one of London's most endur-
ing individualists, is a man of unparalleled physical
strength and beauty, whose mental powers are no less
prodigious, and like his literary predecessors before
him, characters such as Milton's Satan and Melvi lles
Captain Ahab, his innate will to overcome any chal-

lenge to his authority only augments his rebellious
nature and preserves his limitless pride.

In contrast to many of his other rugged and self-
sufficient narrators, London chooses the prestigious lit-
erary critic Humphrey Van Weyden to narrate the novel.
Van Weyden opens his tale onboard the ferry steamer
Martinez, where he must soon jump overboard into the
frigid water as the steamer sinks off the coast after being
rammed by another vessel. Unable to help the women
to safety, he is powerless to save even his own life, as the
current takes him out to sea. His ineptitude, here at the
beginning of the novel, is an ideal counterpoint to his
physical and philosophical transformation at the end,
where he has survi.ved the onslaughts of Wolf Larsen
and nature, and stands on the decks of the once ship-
wrecked Ghost, now refitted with masts raised almost
single-handedly by him, a captain on the same ocean
where he was once only a passenger.

But all this is to come, for Van Weyden must first be
pulled from the ocean, literally ripped, as he tells us,
from "the suffocating blankness and darkness" of the
sea (9) Rescued from certain death, Van Weyden is
now reborn on the Ghost, a sealing schooner bound for
the northern Pacific. Christened "Hump" by his cap-
tain and new father, Wolf Larsen, he first witnesses a
funeral at sea after being impressed into the service as
cabin boy. And through that funeral's lack of ceremony
and the subsequent brutality of life aboard the GhosL,
he begins to see that death no longer holds the same
signification it once did, Just as life has now "become
cheap and tawdry, a beastly and inarticulate thmg, a
soulless sti rring of ooze and slime" (31)

No matter how primitive the crew's behavior on the
ship seems to Van Weyden throughout his voyage,
London never lets us forget that the civilizing forces
that label the conduct on the ship "brutal" and "prim-
itive" are the same forces that make such conduct pos-
sible. Ironically, Wolf Larsen's bloodthirsty treatment of
his crew and the seal-hunter's violence during the hunt
are products of an economic system that foster the
desire for sealskins to "adorn the fair shoulders of the
women of the cities" (140) The violence of the first
half of the novel, then, aptly frames a portrait of those
same civilizing forces that have had such debilitating
effects on Van Weyden. Interestingly enough, London


